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ABSTRACT

We here address the super-resolution of a high-resolution im-
age involving missing data given that a low-resolution im-
age of the same scene is available. This is a typical issue
in the remote sensing of geophysical parameters from differ-
ent spaceborne sensors. Such super-resolution application in-
volves large downscaling factor (typically from 10 to 20) and
the super-resolution model should account for both texture
patterns and specific statistical features, especially the spec-
tral and non-Gaussian features. In this context, we propose a
novel non-local approach and formally states the solution as
the joint minimization of several projection constraints. We
illustrate the relevance of the proposed model on real ocean
remote sensing data, namely sea surface temperature fields,
as well on visual textures.

Index Terms— super-resolution, inpainting, non-local
regularisation, non-gaussian fields, spectral properties, geo-
physical fields, ocean remote sensing

1. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND RELATED WORK

Image super-resolution addresses the reconstruction or simu-
lation of a high-resolution image given a low-resolution sam-
ple, e.g. [7, 2, 6, 12]. It has received a large attention for
various application domains, including multimedia applica-
tion and computer graphics [7, 6], medical imaging [13], re-
mote sensing applications [2, 5]. These different applications
may noticeably differ in the scaling to be accounted for be-
tween the low-resolution observation and the expected high-
resolution image. In this work, we aim at considering large
scale factors up to a few tens, which are typical of the dif-
ferences between the resolutions of spaceborne sensors dedi-
cated to the space observation of the earth and the ocean.

We also assume that the high-resolution image may be
partially observed, such that we aim at jointly addressing a
super-resolution issue and an inpainting issue [9, 12]. Such a
super-resolution of missing data is of interest when the con-
sidered imaging sensors differ in their sensitivity to the ac-
quisition conditions. For instance, for space oceanography,
various satellites record images of the Sea surface tempera-
ture (SST), which is the temperature of the thin ocean’s upper

layer. Whereas Microwave (MW) radiometry provides low
resolution observation (approximately a 25km spatial resolu-
tion) with no effect of the cloud cover, infrared (IR) sensor
delivers high resolution SST measurements (up to a few kilo-
meters of spatial resolution) but are widely affected by the
presence of clouds. Consequently, for a given region of the
ocean, one may be provided with a pair of low-resolution and
high-resolution SST images, the high-resolution one depict-
ing large missing data rate.

Both non-parametric and parametric super-resolution
models have been investigated. Parametric models, e.g. auto-
regressive models [1] and multiplicative cascade [2], provide
the mean to analytically control statistical patterns, such as
spectral and marginal signatures. Such models are of partic-
ular interest when explicit priors can be set, as for instance
when dealing with physical processes which involve a priori
known patterns (e.g., scale-invariant features). It may noted
that the use of such parametric models for inpainting issues is
complex and seldom explored to our knowledge. In computer
vision, non-parametric pach-based schemes [4, 6, 7] have ap-
peared as particularly powerful methods to exploit available
images or image areas as an implicit models to reconstruct
new images or missing data. Such pach-based techniques
may be considered both for super-resolution [6, 13] and
inpainting [3, 9] within different modeling framework, in-
cluding learning-based regression [7], non-local means [13],
Markov random fields [4, 6, 9]. But, to our knowledge, such
patch-based schemes do not embed nor guarantee specific
priors which may be available.

Here, we address the super-resolution of high-resolution
images with missing data, which might also be regarded as
multi-resolution inpainting. From a methodological point of
view, we introduce a non-local patch-based setting, which
also embeds additional statistical priors, namely priors on the
high-resolution detail and on the radial covariance structure.
Formally, the super-resolution is stated as the joint minimiza-
tion of different energy terms to fulfill all constraints and
priors. We demonstrate and illustrate the relevance of this
model for both visual textures and geophysical fields (here,
SST fields) with a scaling factor of 16. The subsequent is or-
ganized as follows. Section 2 first briefly introduce non-local
priors for inverse problems in image processing. We detail in



Section 3 the proposed model and its numerical resolution.
Numerical experiments on real data are reported in Section 2
along with concluding remarks.

2. EXEMPLAR-BASED INPAINTING AND
NON-LOCAL REGULARISATION

Patch-based techniques are particularly appealing to recon-
struct and simulate textured images from previous observa-
tions [4, 6, 13, 9]. In this context, non-local regularisation pri-
ors introduce an energy minimisation and inverse image prob-
lems are stated as the minimisation of a global energy[11]:

Î = arg min
I
Uobs (I, Iobs) + γUNLReg (I) (1)

In the simplest cases, observation term Uobs (I, Iobs) re-
sorts to a quadratic error term ‖I − Iobs‖2. Non-local prior
UNLReg (I) involves the reconstruction of image I from a
reference patch database, where a patch is a N × N local
window of an image with N typically ranging from 3 to 15.
Let us denote by {Ak}k∈K the colected set of representative
image patches, and p0 the pixel referring to the center of the
patch. Following [13], non-local (NL)prior UNLReg (I) is
stated as:

UNLReg (I) = ‖I − PNLM (I, {Ak})‖2 (2)

where PNLM (I, {Ak}) is the non-local projection of image
I onto patch database {Ak} given by a non-local mean [13].
For a given pixel p, the non-local projection of the patch Vp
around p is given by ∀q ∈ Vp,

PNLM (I, {Ak})(q) =
∑
k∈K

wk(I,Ak, p)Ak(q − p) (3)

where Vp refers to the N × N pixel in the patch around p
and Ak(s) to the value of patch Ak at site s. wk(I,Ak, p)
is the normalised weight stating the contribution of patch Ak
to the projection of image I at pixel p. In the classical non-
local-means approach [11, 13], it is stated as : wk(I,Ak, p) ∝
exp[−η · d(I,Ak, p) ] with d(I,Ak, p) the mean square dif-
ference between reference patch Ak and the patch of size
N × N around p in image I . ν is a model parameter. This
setting also includes nearest-neighbor settings, for an infinite
ν value. Non-local setting may also differ in the combination
of the projected image patches to reconstruct an image. One
may apply the projection to each image patch and consider for
the NL image only the values at the center of the projected
patches. One may also apply the projection to a subsample
of image pixels and consider the entire projected patches to
compute the NL image, as in patch-based texture resampling
technique [6, 3].

3. PROPOSED NON-LOCAL MODEL

Here, we investigate a non-local model for the super-resolution
of missing data in high-resolution observation of the sea sur-

face such that:

• the low-resolution projection of the reconstructed im-
age I , denoted as PLR [I] should conform to the ob-
served low-resolution image IobsLR . In this work, we
consider numerical experiments for 2S scaling factor
and the low-resolution projection is assumed to be pro-
vided by a wavelet decomposition, where all detail co-
efficients up to level S are set to 0;

• the reconstructed image I should conform to the high-
resolution image IobsHR for some actually observed im-
age domain Ω.

Besides, we consider additional priors to account for specific
statistical image features, such as specific non-Gaussian and
covariance patterns. Formally, we resort to stating the follow-
ing additional constraints:

• the reconstructed image I should depict a reference ra-
dial covariance structure given by radial power spectral
density rPSD∗;

• the high-resolution detail I − PLR [I] should conform
to an expected marginal distribution.

Both reference radial power spectral density PSF ∗ and Dθ
might be set a priori or inferred from the observed data us-
ing both parametric and/or non-parametric models. In the
reported experiments, we consider here parametric models
for Dθ, namely generalized Gaussian models to account for
non-Gaussian fields. This prior is fitted to available high-
resolution data. For the prior on the covariance structure, we
consider a non-parametric model issued from an empirical
estimation of radial covariance structure. Other parametric
models and non-parametric models may be considered with-
out any loss of generality.

Given these priors, we formally resort a non-local setting
and state the super-resolution of missing data as a constrained
minimization issue as follows:

IHR = arg minI ‖I − PNLM (I, {Ak})‖2

Subject to



IHR(Ω) = IobsHR(Ω)

PLR [I] = IobsLR

I(p)− ILR(p) ∝ GGσ,α

rPSD(I)(ω) = rPSD∗(‖ω‖)

(4)

where PNLM (I) refers to the non-local projection of image
I given by (Eq.3), GGσ,α the centered generalised Gaussian
distribution fitted to the marginal distribution of the observed
high-resolution detail with scale parameter σ and exponent ν.

Regarding the numerical resolution of the above con-
strained minimization, it might be noted that all terms and



Fig. 1. Super-resolution of missing data for a visual tex-
ture: first row, real high-resolution (HR) image, initial in-
terpolation using the low-resolution image, interpolated im-
age using the proposed non-local model with and without the
priors on the HR details and on radial covariance structure;
second row, radial spectral densities of the real HR image
(black,-), the real LR image (blue, –) and the non-local re-
construction with (red,-) and without (cyan, -) the priors on
the HR details and on radial covariance structure, multifractal
spectrum, marginal distribution of the HR details.

constraints can be regarded as projections onto image sub-
spaces. Especially, the constraint on the marginal distribution
of the high-resolution details can be solved for using a con-
trast change to fit the expected marginals, and the spectral
constraint resorts to an isotropic filtering, performed in the
Fourier domain. For the projection to the low-resolution sub-
space, we apply a wavelet-based projection assuming a 2S

downscaling factor. For the non-local projection, we ran-
domly select a sequence of non-overlapping image patches.
The non-local reconstruction for a given image patch amounts
to replacing the image patches by their non-local version (3)
for the interior of each patch (we typically use a 3-pixel wide
boundary). Overall, the proposed numerical scheme then it-
erates the following three main steps : i) non-local projection,
ii) contrast change onto the the high-resolution details to fit
the expected marginal distribution, iii) Fourier-based filtering

to match the expected spectral law. Each step also involves
the projection onto the low-resolution and interpolation sub-
space. As initialization, we consider the projection of a null
or white noise image onto the low-resolution and interpola-
tion constraints. Our model involves two key parameters: the
patch size N × N and scale parameter β for the non-local
projection PNLM (·, {Ak}). In the reported results, we use
N = 15 and η =∞ (i.e., nearest-neighbor search in (3)). As
similarity measure between image patches, we combine the
mean squared differences between the image patches at high-
and low-resolution.

4. RESULTS

We report numerical experiments for for a visual texture
(Fig.1) and a satellite SST observation (Fig.2). In each case,
we simulate an associated low-resolution observation using a
16-downsampling factor and a Daubechies-6 low-pass filter.
We randomly generate a missing data mask accounting for
about 20% of the image area. As patch database, we ran-
domy select 5000 image patches from high-resolution image
patches with no missing data. Empirically, we noted that
the iterated projection step converge rapidly. All the reported
results involve five iterations of the four main projection steps
described above.

The reported examples demonstrate that we reconstruct
consistent high-resolution images which actually jointly ac-
count for four key features: a low-resolution component
which conforms to the low-resolution observation, high-
resolution information provided by the high-resolution data
if available, the expected patterns of the radial power spectral
density and of the marginal distribution of the high-resolution
details. To our knowledge, no existing state-of-the-art models
can jointly fulfil these four constraints. Visually, the dif-
ferences are more important for the SST image. Still, the
additional prior on the covariance structure slightly improves
the reconstruction of the square-like pattern of the visual
texture. Regarding the SST example, the direct application
of the non-local patch-based model actually depict a relevant
marginal distribution of the high-resolution detail, but involve
two much fine-scale energy as illustrated by the reported ra-
dial power spectral densities. This results in a reconstructed
image which depicts two many fine-scale details. By contrast,
the superimposed level-lines show that the proposed model
resort to a relevant interpolation, which depicts visually con-
sistent geometrical patterns.

Our results demonstrate that, using a non-local regular-
ization setting, we can combine implicit patch-based image
priors to explicit statistical priors on image features, here
the power spectral density and the marginals of the high-
resolution details. This is of key interest for the develpment
of non-local/patch-based techniques in physical and geophys-
ical imaging applications, which typically involve priors on
the underlying processes. Future work will further explore



Fig. 2. Super-resolution of missing data for a high-resolution SST field: first row, real high-resolution (HR) image, initial
interpolation using the low-resolution image, interpolated image using the proposed model; bottom left, radial spectral densities
of the real HR image (black,-), the real LR image (blue, –) and the reconstructed image using our model with (red,-) and without
(cyan, -) priors on the high-resolution details and on the spatial covariance, marginal distribution of the HR details; bottom right
zoom on the missing data area for the real SST image, the low-resolution image, the reconstructions using our non-local model
with and without the additional priors. We superimpose image level-lines to illustrate the underlying spatial geometry.

time and space-time extension of the proposed model for
super-resolution and inpainting issues in multi-sensor image
time series.
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